. ha» been in progres* «t Site S14 of th. Stanford R^io«ciaa«e Laboratory.
The work has had the followsiir four specific «iaa:
1.
It wa» desired to determirt. if «mall perturbations (areaa of '. high or low i 0B dens.ty) in the F-regioa no V e d with time. If so, their welocitje. and direction., along with their »isb.
• were to be recorded.
•**"»• * 2 Splits in range of the fir.t hop retor« had been noticed previously. an d ,t was de.ired to look «ore closely at tbia behayior.
3.
For the small areas tneotioaed in (1) abore that did not oove. duration, was to be studied.
• ""P^»» Other studies similar in nature to this one have bee« conduced using the backscatter technique.2 but these experiments bate been' * 
II. PROCEDURE
The eqaipaent used consisted of the' a foreman tioned antenn«, a Granger Associates IpO-kw peak power pal so transmitter, and a HaouDarlnnd SR-600 receiTer used in conjuntion with a logorithaic detector. ThV data'
,recording method was magnetic tape via an Ampex FR 100 tape recorder.
With the antenna beam being automatically slewed through 16°. the transmitter was pulsed:at 10 pps with a pulse width of 0.4 mu. The rece'iver (used in a duplexer arrangement with the transmitter to permit using the array for both transmitting and receiving).wae set with a S-kc bandwidth. 4.:
5.
Spot -This is an irregularity in the rsngeatianth backseatter display which is well-defined in both range and atfauth. It : nstaslly consists of sn intensified region in the echo pattern which correspond! to an area in the ionosphere fro» 2° to 59 ! . in width and fron 100 km to 500 ka in depth. An exsaple of the spot irregularity csn be. seen .in fig. 1 ..
Line . This is the ssae as the spot except that it is' very thin in slant ranjge (about.50 ka) so that it appears as s line instead of being diffuae. like the spot-See Fig. 2 .
Step -This type of irregularity appears as s fairly sharp discontinuity in range of a return which is otherwise constant .in range; -'.See . Due to the.restrictions placed on the dat.. fio attempt will be made to say anything about the winds or tides except .here they cause noticeable movements in larger-scale perturbations (the spots).
Using the models in Figs. 8 and 9 an attempt will now be made to find the approximate depth (between the deepest and shallowest points of the ripple) that would be necessary to provide the constant delay paths observed. For purposes of calculation, the virtual height of the reflection point will be assumed to be 300 km, and the ground range to the point of reflection is taken as 700 km, which is average for one-hop returns in this experiment. Since y originally is taken as the height to the deepest part of the ripple. A Z2 is taken as 12.5 km to correspond approximately to movement from the deep point to the midpoint of the assumed variation of ion density (Fig. 9) . The following calculations then determine the change in y from the given changes in z 2 . 14 . 
1«
It e*n hm teen fron t!i««e »ay paths that as the ray readies its curve«! pealc, it spends considerably more time within a section of assumed constant ion density thai» it does in the corresponding sections on the way «p ot down. The postulation then is ,that the effect on a particular ray due to the ripples is small on the way up, but is greatly enhanced at the peak---enough so that the necessary focusing effect is induced.
That the effect on the ray path due .to the ripples below the peakis smail, appears reasonable if it is remembered that the ripples are extremely small (of the order o.f a sinusoid 200 meters peak.to peak with a period of 50 kiloineters)'. Thus lines of constant ion density appear nearly un.rippled u'ntil the ray is bent to a path nearly parallel to the ripples/? When this happens, even the.very slight variations.postulated have the large effect calculated previously.
This completes the population of " physically acceptable-ionosphere' which would produce the splitting, effect'.noticed on the records.. It.must' be kept in mind, however, that-the latt.erpart of this di scussioh-has be.en far from rigorous, but it was felt necessary in order to make the. model, as complete as possible. It is only "a ' suggestion, bu-t itis felt'to be .a justifiable one.
On the basis of this ionospheric model, the line i rregulari.ty can be explained as ray path focusing by a single ripple where the surrounding ripples have been disturbed so that their focusing effect hasten-eliminated. This would have the effect on the record of giving a single narrow return separated from other returns by more than a hundred kilometers, but this, by definition, is a line irregularity. To be classified as a moving irregularity, a perturbation had to satisfy the criterion that it move at least its total width in azimuth.
On this basis only nine of the sixty records contained moving irregularities, 12 and-four of these nine contained eight of the fourteen moving irregularities noticed. The velociues varied from 500 km/hr to 1500 km/hr with the average .close to 1000 km/hr. Size had no apparent effect on velocity (see. Table I ). All of the movements noticed were movements from north to south---none in the opposite direction.
Average length of the records is two hours each.
There have probably been more spots in the first hop than our method of recording has indicated.
12 It is necessary to re-emphasire at this point that this report has been written to deal only with • small-scale irregularities. Thus, detection of movement was usually Possible only in the cases of movement in azimuth. No attempt has been made to define movement with respect to range since such movement would have had to be contaihed-in one hop, and this behavior was never noticed.
-20 The step discontinuity appears to be quite rare, as it was noticed in only four records, but twice in each of two of the records. It has never lasted longer than 10 minutes, and it has always been closely followed by the range-variable irregularity. In four of the six times it has been noticed, the step has moved in range just prior to the change to the range- (Fig. 11) . The splits appear in all hops, which would have been expected on the basis of the model.
21
From Fig. 6 it can I« »een that there £s nö apparent CprtelatioQ fcetween the record activity eii<f t^e A^ index from Fort Belvoir. This suggests that long-term (24 hour average) magnetic disturbances have tio apparent effect on the irregularity behavior of the ionosphere, but it does not eliminate the possibility that relatively rapid changes in magnetic activity do have an effect. 
